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THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR ut = Aum WHEN 0 < m < 1

BY

MIGUEL A. HERRERO AND MICHEL PIERRE

ABSTRACT. This paper deals with the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear

diffusion equation du/dt - A(u\u\m~1) = 0 on (0, oo) x RN,u(0, ■) = uo when

0 < m < 1 (fast diffusion case). We prove that there exists a global time

solution for any locally integrable function mo: hence, no growth condition at

infinity for tio is required. Moreover the solution is shown to be unique in that

class. Behavior at infinity of the solution and L[£c-regularizing effects are also

examined when m 6 (max{(7V — 2)/N, 0}, 1).

1. Introduction. This paper deals with the Cauchy problem

(1.1) ^ = AM^r"1)    on (0, oo) x RN,

(1.2) u(0,-) = uo,

where

(1.3) 0 < m < 1

and

(1-4) u0 £ Lloc(RN).

Equation (1.1) has been suggested as a mathematical model for a lot of physical

problems. We will not recall them here and we refer to the survey [15] where the

very extensive literature on (1.1) is summarized.

Our goal is to emphasize some features of (1.1) when m < 1. Thus our main

result claims that the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) has a global solution in time for

any uo £ L*oc(RN). This is in sharp contrast with the case m > 1 where some

growth condition at infinity is required on u0 to provide even a local solution in

time, namely

If m = 1, there exists c > 0 such that

/      e~c|x|2|uo(x)|<ix < co.
Jrn

If m> 1

SUp  R-W + V(m-D)   f Uo{x) < ^
R>1 J{x;\x\<R}

Note that these conditions are necessary to obtain nonnegative solutions. The

necessity is proved in [2] and the sufficiency in [8] for m > 1 (see [12] for m = 1).
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Here we prove that, if 0 < m < 1, there is a local estimate of the form

(1.5) / \u(t,x)\dx<F\t,R, I \u0(x)\dx) ,
J{x:\x\<R} \ J{x;\x\<2R} J

where F is bounded on bounded subsets of R3 (see (2.4) for its precise form).

Combined with classical monotonicity properties, this suffices to establish exis-

tence for any uq £ Ljoc(RN) independently of the behavior of uq(x) for |x| large.

The estimate (1.5) relies essentially on an idea introduced in [3]. It has been ex-

tensively used for semilinear problems in [3, 4] and also recently in [7]. The same

kind of local estimates enable us to prove uniqueness of strong solutions for all

0 < m < 1 (see [8, 10] when m > 1).

In the case when

(1.6) (N - 2)+/N = max((/V - 2)/7\T, 0) < m < 1,

we obtain here more precise results on the solutions of (1.1).

(i) We exhibit a regularizing effect from Lloc(RN) into L^C(RN), that is, an

estimate of the form

(1.7) sup \u(t,x)\ <F (t,R, I \uo(x)\dx)     \/t > 0.
\x\<R \ J{x;\x\<2R} J

Conditions under which solutions become bounded are also discussed.

(ii) We look at the behavior for |x| large of the nonnegative solutions.

The precise results and more comments are to be found in the next section.

Their proofs are the content of §3.
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2. The results.  By a solution of (1.1), we mean a function u satisfying

(2.1) u£C([0,oo\;,L\oc(RN)),

(2.2) ^ - /l(u\u[m-1) =0   in D'(]0, oo[xRw).

Since 0 < m < 1, (2.1) implies that |u|m is locally integrable on [0, oojxR^.

Therefore (2.2) makes sense in the space of distributions on ]0, co[xRN. Through-

out this paper, we shall write u(t, x) or u(t) to designate such a function.

Let BR = {x £ RN; \x\ < R}. We will write

/    /= /    f(x)dx.
Jbr Jbr

THEOREM 2.1. Letu0£ L,1oc(RiV). Then there exists u satisfying (2.1), (2.2)

and

(2.3) u(0,-) = uo,
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(2.4) Vt>0,V72>0     I     |u(OI<C   j      [u0\-rtaR-~<   ,
J Br \_JB2r

where

(2.5) a = l/(l-m),    7 = 2/(1-m)-TV

andC = C(N,m).

In the case when

(2.6) (TV - 2) + /TV < m < 1,

the solutions obtained above are locally bounded. More precisely:

THEOREM 2.2. Assume (2.6) holds. Let u0 £ L{oc(RN). Then there exists a

solution u of (2.1), (2.2) with u(0, ■) — uq and such that W, R > 0

r   r. -i 26in

(2.7) sup |u(i,x)| <C  t~e   /      |«o| +(t/R2)a   ,
xCZBr Ub4r

where Q~l = m - 1 + 2/N and C = C(m, TV).

By slightly adapting the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in §3, it will follow that

if (2.6) holds, the solution obtained, u(t), is bounded in RN for each t > 0 if for

some p > 0

(2.8) ||uo||p=  sup    / |u0(x)|dx < +co.
(€RN J\x-£\<p

We prove that this condition is necessary for nonnegative solutions. The same

result was established for m > 1 in [8, 2] (for m = 1, it is obvious from the usual

representation of the solution in terms of uo).

We next state a uniqueness result for (1.1), (1.2). For technical reasons, we are

compelled to deal with strong solutions by which we mean a function u satisfying

(2.1), (2.2) and

(2.9) |JgL11oc(]0,oo[xR").

THEOREM 2.3. Let u,u satisfy (2.1), (2.2) and (2.9). Then u(0, ■) = w(0, ■) =*•
u = u.

REMARKS. We will see that, if uo > 0 and (2.6) holds, by construction u(t) > 0

on RN and

(2.io) "T^T

for all £ > 0 (this comes from the results in [1]). As a consequence, by standard

regularity results u G C°°(]0, oo[xRw) and (2.9) is more than satisfied. If u does

not have a sign, using again the arguments in [1] one can still conclude that (2.9)

holds if u is continuous and du/dt is a measure. Methods to prove continuity of

u can be found in [11, 16]. To prove that du/dt is a measure would require a

localization of the results in [6] concerning the estimate of JRN \du/dt\ in terms of

/rw |«o|. We refer to [9] for uniqueness results when uq £ L1(RN) n L°°(RN).
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Concerning the behavior of u(t,x) for large |x| we have

THEOREM 2.4. Assume that (2.6) holds, and let u be a nonnegative function

satisfying (2.1), (2.2) and (2.9).  Then if u^Q one has for each t > 0:

(2.11) liminf \x\2au(t,x) > (2m1t)a,
\x\—>oo

where a, 7 are defined in (2.5).

REMARKS. Property (2.11) is in striking contrast with the behaviour of non-

negative solutions of (1.1) when m > 1: In fact in this case a compactly supported

datum uo gives rise to a (spatially) compactly supported solution u(t,x) (see [14]).

However in the linear case m = 1 it is well known that the minimal rate of spatial

decay for nonnegative, nonzero solutions is precisely that of the fundamental solu-

tion [19]. Notice that (2.11) does not involve the initial datum uo. Its sharpness

can be checked on the explicit solution given in [5]

(2.12) Ua(t, x) = re{a + (2m7)"1 ■ |x|2 ■ r2^}"",

where 9 is given in (2.7) and a is an arbitrary positive constant. The total mass

M(a) = fRN Ua(t,x)dx is a time invariant which depends only on a for given

m and TV. One easily checks in (2.12) that the behaviour for large |x| does not

depend on M and realizes the equality in (2.11). In the case when TV = 1 and

uo G L1(R ) stronger results about this asymptotic behaviour have been recently

obtained in [17]. In particular, equality holds in (2.11) under these assumptions

when uo is compactly supported.

3. The proofs.

LEMMA 3.1. Let u,u satisfy (2.1), (2.2) with u> it. Then, for all R > 0 and
t,s>0

(3.1) f   [u(t)-u(t)]<C    f    [u(s) - u(s)} + \t - s\aR-<   ,
J Br LJ B2R

where 0,7 are given in (2.5) and C — C(m,N).

REMARK. Actually, this lemma proves that any nonnegative solution of (2.1),

(2.2) satisfies the local estimate (2.4) and not only the one we will construct below.

Moreover, the proof we are going to give could be applied as well to solutions of

the same equation in open cylinders containing [t, s] x B2r. Existence on the whole

space is not required. Note that in view of the explicit solutions (2.12), exponents

a, 7 in (3.1) are sharp.

PROOF. From (2.1), (2.2) applied to u and u, we have for any rp G ^(R^)

and a £ C§° (0,co)

/>oo     p /*oo     p

- /      a'rP(u-u)= /      aA^Mur^-ulur-1)
Jo    Jrn Jo    Jkn

which implies

(3.2) -£   /    rP(u(t)-u(t))= f     A^Mur^-ulfir-1)
dt    JRN JKN
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in Z?'(0,oo) and therefore in 7^,(0,00) as well. Since

(r\r\m-1 - slsl"1"1) < 21-m(r - s)m    Vr > s,

(3.2) implies

jtJl>(u(t)-u(t))  <21-mj\ArP\(u-u)m.

We set v = u — it. By Holder's inequality, we obtain

j       r r   r ~\rn

(3.3) Jt J rPv(t)   < C(rP)   j  xJ3v(t)      ,

where
/. -j 1 — m

C(rP) =   2 /     \ArP\arp-am
L Tr"

By integrating the differential inequality (3.3), we are led to

-   .. -i 1 — m r   .. -i 1 — m

(3.4) Vs,i>0        / rpv(t) <        rpv(s) + (1 - m)C(rp)[t - s[.

If one can choose rp £ Cq°(Rn) such that

(3.5) 0 < rp < 1,        ^ = 1 on BR,    rp = 0 outside B2R

and

(3.6) C(^)<C7(m,7V)72-T(1-m)

one obtains the desired estimate (3.1). By setting rp(x) = rpo(x/R), since by change

of variable
C(rP) = R-2+N^-m^C(rP0) = R-^-^C^q),

we are reduced to the case R = 1. We then choose for instance rpo = fk, where k

is an integer > 2a and <p £ Cq°(Rn) satisfies (3.6) with R — 1. Then we verify

C(rP0) < C'(m, N) J(| A<p\a + | V^|2q) < C(m, TV).

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. The starting point is the following classical result

(see [15]): for any u0 G L1(RN) D L°°(RN), there exists

u G O([0, co[; LX(RN)) n L°°([0, co[xRN)

solution of (2.2) with u(0, •) = Uo- Moreover the mapping uo •—> u is nondecreasing.

Now, let uo G L\oc(RN) and Uq = sup(uo,0), Uq — sup(-uo,0). We denote

by (vn) and (vp) two sequences of nonnegative functions of LX(RN) f] L°°(RN)

increasing to Uq" and Uq respectively.

Let p be fixed and let us denote by un (resp. wn) the solution of (2.1), (2.2)

with u™(0, •) = vn — vp (resp. wn(0, ■) = vn). By monotonicity u™ < wn, which

implies (u™)+ < wn since wn > 0. By Lemma 3.1 applied with u = wn and u = 0,

we have for all R, t > 0

(3.7) f   (un)+(t)< f    wn(t)<C   f     ut+eR-i   .
J Br J Bfi \.J B%r
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Since n i—» un is nondecreasing, it follows that, when n j oo, u™(£) increases for

all t to some function up(£) G L/^R^). Obviously up is also a solution of (2.2)

and satisfies

(3.8) f   (up)+(t)<C   f     u^ + eR-i   .
J Br \_J B2r

It remains to show that up satisfies (2.1). We remark that, for all s,t > 0

/    \up(t) - up(s)\ < f   [up(t)-un(t)]+ [    \un(t)-un(s)\

(3 9) R

+ f   [up(s)-un(s)].
J BR

By Lemma 3.1 applied with u replaced by uk and u by u" (fc > n) and after

letting fc tend to oo, we obtain

(3.10) f   [up(t)-un(t)]<C   f    [up(s)-un(s)] + \t-s\aR-'i   .
Jbr Ub2r

By (3.9), (3.10) and the fact that un £ C([0, oo[;L1(RN))

lim sup /     \up(t) - up(s)\ < (1 + C) [up(s)-un(s)].
t-*s    Jbr Jb2R

We obtain the continuity of up(t) in L\oc{RN) by letting n go to co in this

inequality.

Now we let p tend to co and by a monotone (decreasing) process exactly similar

to the previous one, we obtain a solution u to (2.1), (2.2) with u(0, •) = uo- As in

(3.8), we have

f    u~(t) <C   f     uo +taR~~<   .
J Br \_J B2r

This together with (3.8) and u < up yields the estimate (2.4).

The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on the result of Theorem 2.1 and the deep

pointwise estimate established by Aronson and Benilan [1], namely:

LEMMA 3.2. Assume (2.6) holds. Let u0 £ L1 (RN) P\ L°°(RN), u0 > 0, and

let u be the nonnegative solution of u(Q) = uq and

(3.11) uGO([0,oo[;L1(Rw)),        ^ - Aum = 0    in D'((0,oc) xRN).

Then

(3.12) Aum > -6u/t    in (0, oo) x RN

with0 = N/(2 + N(m-l)).

REMARK. Estimate (3.12) can be understood as a strong pointwise inequality

since u > 0 and u G C°°((0,oo) x RN) as proved in [1].

Now, the L^-regularising effect will be a consequence of (2.4), (3.12) and the

next lemma which is of independent interest.
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LEMMA 3.3.   Let v be nonnegative, smooth and satisfying

(3.13) -Avm < At;    in V'(RN),

where (TV - 2) + /7V < m < 1 and A > 0.  Then, for allR>0

r  p -i 26/N „

(3.14) IMIl-(bh) < C  A8 v +R-N v   ,
.J b2r   J J b2r

where 0"1 = m - 1 + 2/TV and C = 0(m, TV).

REMARK. The method for obtaining L°°-estimates by using the pointwise es-

timate (3.12) has already been used in [8] where a result similar to Lemma 3.3

is stated (see Proposition 1.3) to treat the case when m > 1. However the local

character of (3.14) (which has not been explicitly established in [8]) does not carry

over to the solution of (3.11) if m > 1. Obviously, this is due to the lack of local

estimates like (2.4) in that case.

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the estimate (3.14) for R = 1. Indeed, if v

satisfies (3.13), then so does w defined by w(x) = J22/(i-™) v(Rx). Now (3.14) is

nothing but the same estimate applied to w with R = 1.

Let rp £ C§°(RN), 0<rp<l. Multiplying (3.13) by vp~lrp2, where p > 1, gives

after integration by parts

J VvmV(vp-1rp2) < A f vprP2.

We deduce

(3.15)

/(P~1}"*2    /"|V V(m+P-l)/^2 < A   f vp^2 + -rn f     m+p-lAlj;2_
(m + p-1)2 J '7 m + p-lj

Now we assume TV > 3 and we denote by C any constant depending only on TV

and m. Using that

(3.16) \V(v^m+p-^2rP)\2 < 0|Vt/m+p-1)/2|2V<2 + Cvm+lp-l\VrP\2,

by Sobolev's imbedding, we have with s = N/(N — 2)

\ f 11/s
(3.17) /   v^rn+p-l)^2s

< c r(m + p- l)2 A I       2 + m + p-1   t ^+P-1|AV,2|
(p-l)m       J p -1     J

By Holder's inequality, for all p > sm > 1 (by 2.6), we have

/I i/s j. f r       ~\ (m+p_1)/p
^(m+p-i)^.        <C  pA     vprP2 +    / vprP2 C(ip)   ,

where

rM_\f       \Arp2\p/^m)     .d-mj/p
W)        [J    ^2(m+p-l)/(l-m)

This inequality shows that v can be estimated in 7/j'0^n+p~1^ in terms of bounds of

v in Lpoc. Repeating this estimate will provide an estimate of v in Lf£c in terms of
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an Lsm-norm of v. We will indicate below how one can start from an T^-norm of

v.

Now, for any fc > 0, we set

( Bk = {x £ RN; |x| < 1 + 2~k},

co 19) J Pk+i = spk - (1 - m)s,    po = 1,

r-/*•"■
For fc > 1, we choose p — pk and rp = rppk'( ~m' in (3.18), where rpk £ Cq0,

0 < rp/c < 1, rpk = 1 on Bk+\ and rpk = 0 outside 7?^ so that HVV'fcHoo < C2fc and

||AV>fc||oo < 04fc. This implies

(3.20) C(V)<0    / \ArPk\e» + \Vrpk\29k <CAk.

Hence by (3.18), (3.20) and the fact that pk < sk for all fc > 1

(3.21) ak+1 < Ck+1(A3ask + apkk+l/pk).

Since pk+\/pk < s, the sequence bk — max(ak, 1) satisfies

(3.22) bk+l < Ckl (A + l)sbsk    Vfc > 1 (we impose C > 1).

We will prove below that this inequality also holds for fc = 0. Let us assume it

and continue. By induction

(3.23) bk+1<Ck+1+ks+-+sk(A + l)s+s2+-+sk+1bSQk+1-

But, from (3.19) we also obtain by induction

Pk+l - sk+1 - (1 - m)(s + s2 + ■ ■ ■ + sk+1).

Hence passing to the limit in (3.23) yields

(3.24) limsup(6fc+1)1/p^1 < (7(A + l)eb20e/N,
fc—>oo

where 6~l = m - 1 + 2/7V; that is

/   r \26/N

(3.25) max(||w||z,=o(Bl),l) < C(A + l)e max ( /     v, 1 \

Now, let A = fB v and v — Xv so that 1 = JB v. We verify that v satisfies the

estimate -Avm < AX1-mv.

Applying (3.25) with v replaced by v and A by AA1_m yields

l|v|U~(Bi) < C(AX1~m + l)e < C(AeX^-m^9 + 1)

which implies

r   p       -i (l-m)0+l /•

\\v\[l^{Bi)<C  A6   /    v +       v   .
Jb2   J Jb2

This is the desired estimate (3.14) since (1 - m)9 + 1 = 20/TV.
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To complete the proof when TV > 3, we need to establish (3.22) for fc — 0.

For this, we use Holder's inequality and (3.18) with p = pi = sm (recall that

p2 — s(sm + m— 1)):

f VPlrp2 =   f va/(.s+l)^2/(s+l)vP2/(s+l)^s/(s+l)

r   , 18/(8+1)  r   f -I 1/(3+1)

<     / vrp2/" j vP2rP2s

r, ns/ts+i) f     f r r ipi/spi 1s/(«+i)
<C    I vrp2'a A j vPlrp2 +       vPlrp2 C(rp)

We deduce that

r (   r -j -i l/(s+l) r  f ]8/(s+l)

(3.26) maxl     vPlrp2,l\ < C(A + C(V))s/(s+1)    / W-2/s

We now choose rp = V'o ~ with rp0 £ Cq0, 0 < rp0 < 1, V'o = 1 on B3/2 and

rpo — 0 outside B2 to obtain

max] f     vPl,l\ <C(A + 1)S   f   v
[Jb3/2       J Ub2 .

which is (3.22) with fc = 0.

If TV = 2 for all w £ C0X>(RN) we have by Sobolev's inequality

[w2<C    /|Vttf|     .

Hence, for w > 0 and all 6 > 0

fw2S<C   f\Vw6\     <C62   f ws-x\Vw\     <C62   j WW-V      f\Vw\2   .

For w with support in B2, we then have by Holder's inequality

u>26 < C62    / w28\ /|Vu»|2,

which implies

r /•     i1/6 /■
(3.27) / w2S        < CS2 / |Vuf.

This inequality allows us to argue as when TV > 3. Here we set po = 1, pk+i =

2pk + m — 1 and bk = max{/B   vPk, 1}.

By (3.15) and (3.27) applied with w = v(m+Pk-i)/2^^ k > 1, and 6 = 6k =

(2pk +m- l)/(pk +m—l), we obtain, as above, bk+x < Cfc+1(A + l)2b\.

We check independently that this also holds for fc = 0. After iterating this

estimate, we deduce

lim sup b)!*?1 <C(A + l)eb6Q,
fc—►oo
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where

„      ..      2 + 22 + ...+2fe+1       2 „,      ,.      2k+1       1
0 =  lim   -= —,        9' =  hm   -= —.

fc-»oo pk+x m fc^oo pk+x      m

We finish by homogeneity as for TV > 3.

The case TV = 1 is easier and left to the reader.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Let u0 G Ll0C(RN). By Theorem 2.1, we know

there exists a solution u of (2.1), (2.2) with u(0, •) = uo- This solution has been

constructed as the monotone limit of solutions u" in

C([0, oo[; L1 (RN)) n L°°((0, oo) x RN)

with u^(0, •) = vn - Vp G L1(RN) n L°°(RN), vn increasing to uj and vp to Uq .

Moreover |tt™(t)| is bounded above by the nonnegative solution with initial datum

vn + vp, which increases to |uo|.

According to these remarks, it is sufficient to prove (2.7) when uo > 0 and

u0£L1(RN)nL°°(RN).

If u is a solution of (2.2), then so is w(t, x) = R2aT-au(Tt, Rx) for any R, T > 0

and a = 1/(1 - m). By homogeneity, we check that (2.7) is nothing but the same

inequality applied to w at t = 1.

Now w satisfies the estimate (3.12). In particular — Au;m(l) < Aw(l) so that by

Lemma 3.3

r 1 20/a

(3.28) sup w(\,x) <C   A6    I        w(l) +[       w(l)   ,
|i|<l |/|x|<2 7|z|<2

where we again denote by C any constant depending only on m and TV. Now by

(2.4):

(3.29) / w(l) <C    [        w(0) +1   .
7|x|<2 |/M<4

Finally (3.28), (3.29) yield

r 1 29/JV

supu;(l,x)<C   A8    f       w(0) +[       w(0) +1   ■
\x\<l [7|i|<4 7|i|<4

Going back to the original variables this reads

/  f \29/N ,
sup \u(t,x)\<C  re ( |u0| +R~N \u0\ + (t/R2)a   .

xCZBr \7b4R       / Jb4R

This together with the next consequence of Young's inequality,

r \      / r \2e/N
R~N \u0\<C(m,N)   t-e( \uo\)        +(t/R2)Q   ,

Jb4R \Jb4r     j

provides the desired estimate (2.7).

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. Let u,u satisfy (2.1), (2.2), (2.9). Thanks to the

regularity assumption (2.9), one can apply Kato's inequality [13]

(3.30) -A\u\u\m-1 - u\u\m-l\ < -sign(u - u)A(u|«r_1 - u\u\m-1).
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Hence, using (2.2) again, we have

(3.31) —lu-ul-Alulur-^uluC71-1] <0   in £>'((0,co) xR").

For any rp £ C0X(RN), 0 < rp < 1, we then obtain

j f i>\u - u\(t) <  f \Aip\ \u\ur~1 - u\u\m~l\(t) < C f [ArP\ [u - u|m(i)

<C(rP)   J ^|u-u|(t)      ,

where
/. i 1 — m

C(rP) =   2 /     \ArP\arP~am
.   Jrn

Therefore, we are led to a differential inequality of type (3.3) except that it is

unilateral here. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we deduce

f   |u-fi|(*)<C   f     [u-u[(0) + RN(t/R2)1^1-m^   .
J Br \.J B2r

Applying this estimate to u(t,x + £), u(t, x + £), where £ G RN is fixed but

otherwise arbitrary, and writing £#(£) — {x £ RN : |x - £| < 72} we get

(3.32) /        |u-u|(i)<0   / [u-u[(0) + RN(t/R2)1/{1-m^   .
Jbrw [Jb2R(^

Assume now that u(0) = u(0). Then if TV < 2/(1 - m) (i.e., m > (N - 2)+/TV)

uniqueness follows by just letting Tt! —> co for each fixed t > 0 in (3.32). Otherwise

we can argue as follows. Set

w(t,x)= f Mur^-uN"1-1!^,!)^.
Jo

Integrating in time in (3.31) leads to [u(t) -u(t)\ < Aw(t, x) in ^'(R^) for each

t>0.
Thus w is subharmonic and therefore for all £ G RN

(3.33) w(t^)< f        w(t,x)dx   VR>0
R    Jbr(i)

for some C = C(N). The uniqueness result now follows by noticing that, as a

consequence of (3.32), the averages on the right-hand side of (3.33) tend to zero as

R —> oo. In fact, denoting by C some constant depending only on m and TV, one

has

/ w(t,x)dx<C       /        |u-u|m
Jbr(0 Jo  Jbr(0

t / \m

<C f  RN^-m) ( /        |u-u|(s))     ds
Jo \JbrU) J

< CRN{l-m)   f (RN-2aSa)mds < Ci1/(l-m)fiN-2m/(l-m)-

To

We now briefly discuss boundedness of solutions.
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume (2.6) holds. Then the solution obtained in Theorem

2.2 is bounded for all t > 0 if

\[uo\\p =  sup    /        |uo(x)|iiz < +co.
teRN Jbp(£)

Moreover this condition is necessary if uq > 0 and 0 < m < 1.

PROOF. We can obviously reduce ourselves to the case p = 1.

We begin with the sufficiency part. Since the solution with initial value |uo|

bounds the absolute value of the solution with initial value uo, it suffices to deal

with nonnegative solutions and without loss of generality we can assume p — 1. Let

£ G RN be arbitrary. We apply Theorem 2.2 to u(t, x + £) for fixed t > 0 to obtain

/ X2*/N

sup    u(t,x)<C   t~e    / uo +(t/R2)1^1-"1^   .
xCZBrU) \JBiR(i)        j

Now the result follows by choosing 72 = 1/4 and letting £ vary over RN.

As to the necessity, we use the two-sided estimate (3.1) with u — 0 and u(t, x)

replaced again by u(t, x + £) to get

/       uq<C   f       u^ + i1^1-™}
JbuO [Jb2U)

which yields, if for instance u(l) G L°°(RN),

sup    f        uo^CdMlJIIoo + l].
ten" 7b,(0

REMARK. When u0 > 0 and m > 1, condition (2.8) is known to be necessary

and sufficient for solutions of (1.1), (1.2) to be globally bounded at each positive

time. For m > 1, sufficiency has been proved in [8] whereas necessity follows from

the Harnack type inequality obtained in [2]. When m = 1, the result follows easily

from the usual representation

u(t,x) = J^ f    e-\x-y^ituo(y)dy>^  f u0(y)dy.
tN'2   TR" etN'2   J\x~y\2<4t

Note that Proposition 3.1 contains as a particular case the well-known regular-

izing effect from L1 into L°° (see for instance [18]).

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4. The idea is to show that any nonnegative solution

of (2.1), (2.2), (2.9) is, for |x| large, bigger than some of the similarity solutions

Up,(t,x) = p2aU(t,px)       (o = l/(l-m)),

where U(t,x) = Ui(t,x), i.e. (see (2.12))

U(t,x) = r6(i + b\x\2r29/N)-a

with 0_1 = m - 1 + 2/TV, b = (2m~i)-\ 7 and a as in (2.5).
By the uniqueness result of Theorem 2.3, u is necessarily the solution obtained

in Theorem 2.2. One knows that, if u0 > 0, u0 G L1{RN) n 7,°°^) and m >

(TV - 2) +/TV, then the corresponding solution is positive for all t > 0 (see [1]).

Hence, by construction, u > 0 for all t > 0. Since it is also bounded and satisfies

ut = div(u~'1_m^Vu), by classical arguments u is C°° on (0, co) X RN (see [12]).

Now we use the following comparison lemma.
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LEMMA 3.4.   LetO < r < T and S =]r,T[x{x G RN; \x\ > 1}.  Assume v,w

are nonnegative and C°° on a neighborhood of S and satisfy

(3.34) lft=^vm'    ^ = Aw"    °n5'

(3.35) v(t,x) <w(t,x),        r<t<T,\x\ = l,

(3.36) v(t, x) < w(t,x),        \x\ > 1.

Then

(3.37) v < w   in S.

Let us assume this lemma and continue.

Fix 0 < r < T.   Since u(t,x) is continuous and positive in S, there exists

6 = 8(t,T) >0 such that

(3.38) 6 — min u(t, x),        r <t <T, \x\ < 1.

We now select u > 0 such that

(3.39) Uu(t -t,x)<8   when r < t < T, |x| > 1/2.

To this aim, according to the definition of U^. we need

(3.40) p2a(t - r)-0{l + bp2\x\2(t - T)-2e/N}-a < 6

ox

6m~l < p~2(t - r)^1""1) + b\x\2(t - r)"1

for r < t < T and |x| > 1/2 which is implied by

(3.41) (S™-1 < p~2(t - r)^1""1) + b(t - r)-V4.

But this function of t is bounded below by C^i-mj^-N/fl^ where q =

C(m,N) > 0. Thus (3.41) is satisfied if we choose u such that

u < Cbeil~m')/2Sil~m)e/N.

Since U^t - t,x) = 0 for t = r, |x| > 1, by (3.39), (3.38) and Lemma 3.4

UIM(t-r,x)<u(t,x)    Vt < t <T, \x\ > 1,

whence

(3.42) liminf|x|2au(<,x)>liminf|x|2Q[/M(i-r,x)=   ^^^"^l    .
\x\—>oo |a;|—>oo (1 — m)6

Since the right-hand side of (3.42) does not depend on u, we can let t tend to 0

and T -> co, so that (2.11) holds (note that 7 = 7V/(1 - m)9).

PROOF LEMMA 3.4. Let rp G ̂ (R^), rp > 0. By Kato's inequality,

— (v-w)+ < A(vm-wm)+    onS

so that, thanks to (3.35)

rim

— /       (v-w)+rP<  f      (vm-wm)+ArP<C(rP)    f       \v - w\      ,
dt J\x\>l J\x\>l |/I*I>1
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where again C(rp) = 2[fRN \Arp\arp-am]l-m.

Repeating the arguments in Lemma 3.1 and using (3.36), we deduce

/ (v-w)+(t)<C(t-T)aR-'1   ViG(r,T),V72> 1.
Jl<\x\<R

We let R tend to co to conclude.
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